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Synopsis: Cuq21 Documentation of thel 	 'interview of 
lat Bagram Air Field (BAF), Atghanistan. 

Reference: ›8‹ 

Details: (InD ,A‹: Onl 	I 	Special Agent (SA) 
Lieutenant) 	 linterviewed 

 here after referred to as! 
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and b7D  
b7F -1 

(U)- 
r understanding o 	and 	his ties to AL-Oul 	Ala, S 

b7c -1,3,4 continues to discuss 	 
rurt ermore, the events concerning! 	 I b7D -i 

was discussed 	 b7F -1 

In an of carr to lain furth er rapport and obtain b6  _1,3,4  
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(IJ) ?N.,1)) At the completion of the interview,I 
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was b7C -3,4 

did not b7D -1 
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told, base on his level of intelligence, his explanation 
make since. He was told hiding the fact that he had a 
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could only be explained two ways He was 
either in fear for his famil or was actually more =volved than b6 -3,4 

he had previously stated stated he was not in fear for b7C -3,4 

his family. At that point, the act that he was not being 
totally truthful was conveyed to 	 iwas told he was b7D -1  
displaying classic signs of deception  aria until ne decided to 	

b7r -- 

cooperate fully, he could potentially!  1 
could spend he rest of his life in prison, ana his wife may also 
be implicated 
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